
 

 

 

BUDAPEST METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY  

ART AND CREATIVE INDUSTRIES 

 

DESIGNER ARTIST MA 

Every applicant is sent detailed information about the date and time of the 
prolonged admission exams and the technical information in an electronic 

format. 

 

THE PROLONGED ADMISSION PROCEDURE 
 

Admission Procedure Requirements 

1. Portfolio 

2. Oral interview: assessment of design and creative skills based on an online 

presentation. 

Materials to be submitted: portfolio + statement + covering letter including an ID 

photo 

 

1st Portfolio 

The portfolio should contain - without being restricted by formalities - any 

significant document - including real information connected to the submitted 

assignments - that the applicant finds significant in their professional  life (studies 

in BA/BSC or results of any other formal education or extra-curricular activities, 

professional  results, possible art studies as well). The professional  (design) 

pieces might be: free-hand or computerized drawings, models or photos taken of 

finished objects, animations, etc. 

The total size of the submitted material cannot exceed 30 MB. 



  

 

Compulsory appendices: 

 A statement of submitting only own, independent pieces of art. The 

statement can be downloaded here:  

http://metropolitan.hu/muveszet/felveteli/felveteli-vizsga 

 The covering letter should include the followings: where and in what field 

you have completed BA, why you choose design as further education, what 

is the appeal to you in design, what particular field of this profession you are 

most interested in, what skills you wish to develop, what else would you like 

to study (in the future), whether you have any expectations of the design 

education at METU. 

 A document proving that you have paid the admission fee.  

(Please do not pay the admission procedure fee before you have received 

your information email containing your individual personal code provided by 

METU. Thank you for your patience.) 

 

2nd Admission interview 

The aim of the interview is to assess and get to know the applicant’s motives and 

opinion regarding the followings: the consequences of previous studies, 

professional  (or personal) motivation, professional  and other fields of interest, 

own professional  expectations, future prospects, professional  knowledge (of 

about Hungary and internationally), the applicant’s thoughts and ideas about 

design, etc. Explain your short-term, mid-term and long-term plans in terms of the 

profession to be studied.  During the interview you will have the opportunity to pose 

your questions to the Board. 

 

For this part of the exam you will need stable internet connection, as well as a device 

equipped with a camera, speakers and a microphone that can be used for a video 

conference. 

 

The period of uploading the portfolio and the compulsory appendices: to the 

storage place specified in the personal information letter. 

 

***** 

http://metropolitan.hu/muveszet/felveteli/felveteli-vizsga


  

 

A further condition of participating in the prolonged admission procedure is that in 

case the applicant holds a degree issued abroad, the applicant’s request has been 

granted and your qualification stated in the submitted documents, school report or 

degree (certificate) has been accepted by Budapest Metropolitan University.  

 

In case of accepting a degree (certificate) issued abroad for participating in higher 

education in Hungary, METU takes the decisions of the Hungarian Equivalence 

and Information Centre into consideration. 

Budapest Metropolitan University takes a decision about accepting a degree 

(certificate) issued abroad for participating in higher education in Hungary and it is 

sent in a registered mail to the applicant.  

 

In case of having any question regarding the admission procedure please feel free 

to contact the Admission Information Office at: 

 E-mail: felveteli@metropolitan.hu 

 Telephone: 06 1/ 273-2419 (on weekdays from 9 to 16:30) 

 

We wish you the best of luck for the admission procedure. 

 

 

Péter Csizmadi DLA  

Dean 

Art and Creative Industries 

mailto:felveteli@metropolitan.hu

